
The Plan Of The Ages 
 

Why are the 10 Lost Tribes Important? For many reasons. A Primary 

reason is that many End-Time theories depend on the sign of “All 

Israel” being redeemed. Therefore, it is important to understand that 

the Jews (from the tribe of Judah) who now reside in the nation of 

Israel are only a part of the story. After the division of Israel at the 

death of Solomon the Northern Kingdom was known as Israel, and the 

Southern Kingdom as Judah (which included Benjamin and a few 

Levite Priests.) The primary importance of Judah was to bring forth 

the Messiah and the Gospel. If the descendants of the 10 tribes are out 

there - and they are - they are the majority of the redemption issue.  

 

 

What if ...  These 10 Northern Tribes have scattered and intermarried 

throughout the world and many of them have been converted to 

Christianity? 

  What if ... we have found the descendants of the 10 tribes and they 

are us? 

 

 

Some may say, "I have heard of this before and it has been promoted 

by a lot of kooks and weirdos over the years. We have been told that 

the 10 "lost" tribes are the Celtic peoples, American Indians, 

Mormons, etc."  Does this in itself invalidate it? No. What better way to 

get a "bad name" than to recruit a bunch of weirdos to promote a 

subject. Then all we "sensible people" reject the issue out-of-hand. 

Then who has won?  

 

 



Afterall, this does not involve a Trinitarian heresy, or a Christological 

heresy, or something equally important. Its just about a bunch of 

Israelites who were carried away by an enemy. Where are their 

descendants now? How does knowing about this give you more insight 

into what is called End-Time? Do God’s promises to Israel over the 

millennia still hold up? What kind of a God do we serve? A promise 

breaker? Study it on your own, pray over it. Then decide. 

 

In addition, you may also get some clues about how God has really 

“put something over” on His enemies and how militant your attitude 

should be in standing up for Christ.  
 


